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Tenure linked
to publications

Oracle photo by Doc Parker

Walking
in the

.

rain
Yesterday's
violent
rainstorm brought with it
both the aura of natural
phenomena and man's
ability to adapt to any
situation.

BY WAYNE SPRAGUE
Oracle Staff Writer
See editorial on page 4
Evidence compiled by the
office of Atty. Gen. Robert Shevin
indicates
USF has
used
publication and research as the
criteria for the granting of
tenure, a Shevin aide said
yesterday.
Anne Cazares, assistant
director for Consumer Protection
for Shevin who has been investigating USF tenure practices, said she has written
documentation that research and
publication are -sometimes a
criteria for tenure at .USF.
CHAPTER 73-338, Florida
Statutes, the Omnibus Education
Act, prohibits "denial of
promotions, salary adjustments,
re-employment or tenure ... solely
for failure to do research, publish
or perform other scholarly sctivities."
Cazares forwarded a report on
the USF tenure probe to Deputy
Atty . Gen. Bay a Harrison
Tuesday.
Harrison said yesterday he
would decide whether USF
violated the Omnibus Education
Act after further study of the
report.
THE REPORT is "complete
and up to date," but "it looks like
there will be further inquiry,"
Cazares said.
·Harrison said yesterday he
plans to request a meeting with
USF
Vice
President for
Academic Affairs Carl Riggs and
General Counsel Larry Robinson.
He said he wants to "chat" about
the report , noting the findings
included are not yet verified.
According to the report,
Cazares has spoken with Senate
Education Committee legislative
analyst Ernie Litz (also in-

vestigating USF tenure practices), who "feels there is a
definite violation of the Omnibus
Education Act."
"IN A GENERAL survey of the
colleges on campus, Mr. Litz
found
the
research
and
publishing is emphasized more
than teaching," the report stated.
"Also, those who do research
and publish are paid larger merit
increases than those who tea'ch.
For example, an average raise in
salary of $1,300 .is given to those
who research and publish as
opposed to $500 merit increases
for quality teaching."
The report stated, "When Mr.
Litz requested data on professors
considered for tenure, the subject
files were mov.e d by the
University Police . by order of
USF Pres. Cecil Mackey."
PACL l'RAVICH, director of
Public Safety and Security, said
last night "that has not happened
since I've been here.
"We have not been involved in
moving any files of any sort."
Robinson also said yesterday

he had heard of no such action.
Mackey was unavailable for
comment.
THE REPORT also cited
"uncertainty on the part of the
faculty regarding the role of
research in the University's
priorities. Some faculty members are confused concerning the
emphasis on teaching and
research . Many understood they
were to be judged primarily for
their teaching, not for research
and publication.
"Lack of communication
between the Administration and
the faculty of various colleges is
blamed," the report stated .
Cazares said in the report the
·'denial of tenure for a large
number of professors at the
College . of
Business
Administration prompted tpis
inquiry.
" ... THE
H:\SIS for
the
allegations of violation of the
legislative intent" of the Omnibus Education Act was a memo
from Business Dean Howard
Continued on page 12
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Ellison to review
SUS purchasing
BY SA:":DRA WRIGHT
Oracle :w_ana.ging Editor
The Joint Legislative Auditing Committee has requested Florida
Auditor Gen. Ernfst Ellison review purchasi11gprocedures throughout
-.theState University System , committee staff director Mike Rose said
,.. yestetday :
·:, The review, requested by Sen. George Firestone. D-Miami. was
initiated following a leJJer from Sen. Walter Sims , H-Orlando, Rose
said.
'\'..;(
·.> }·_ .·,- -;-.,"IT HAS been turned over to the auditor general for a review in the
course of his next audit." !{o_se said. ' 'He 1 Ellison> gets many
·
·
requests for reviews . ~.'
Sims sent copies of hi:>. letter to several universities, including USF.
University General Counsel Larry Robinson yesterday acknowledged
he has received the letter but was unable to adequately comment on it.
"It is hard to comment on it because it referred to attachments,
none of which I got." Robinson said.
THE LETTER also lacks specific charges , Robinson said. Because
of this. he said, he is not sure of its implications.
Asked if there have been any USF violations of state purchasing
laws , Robinson declined to respond directly.
"That question falls in the same category as 'am I beating my
wife."' he said. "How do I know 0 "

Stone talks
on growth,
tuition fees
Secretary of
State
Richard Stone, · speaking
yesterday in the UC, told
students there is little hope
of reduced tuition this
year. Stone also hit what
he
termed
runaway
growth in Florida. See
story Page 3.
Oracle photo by Bill Cullerton
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Richard Kleindienst pleads guilty
Former
WASHINGTON Atty. Gen. Richard Kleindienst
pleaded guilty yesterday to a
misdemeanor charge of refusing
lo testify to the Senate Judiciary
Committee about Pres. Nixon's
1971 . order to drop an antitrust
suit against ITT .
He was the second Cabinet
officer in this century to be guilty
of a crime in connection with his
official duties . The fact the crime
was merely a misdemeanor could
prevent his disbarment.
Kleindienst was the second of
Nixon 's four attornf'>ys general
and hea d of the Justice Department during the original
Watergate investigation .

Compiled from the new~Lw.ires of
United Press International
'Burglary unknown'
WASHINGTON - Watergate
Prosecutor Leon Jaworski has
found no evidence Pres. Nixon
authorized the 1971 burglary at
the office of Daniel Ellsberg's
psychiatrist or even knew of it in
advance, according to court
papers filed yesterday.
Making his first public
statement about the President's
role in the affair, Jaworski made
clear he has concluded Nixon was
unaware of the plot.

In lengthy briefs , Jaworski
stressed repeatedly that the
White House " plumbers " unit
that carried out the raid had
acted illegally on its own.

Israel hits camps
DAMASCUS - Israeli warplanes yesterday bombed,
rocketed ar.d strafed Palestinian
refugee camps and other targets
in southern Lebanon and the
outskirts of Beirut in two
separate attacks in retaliation for

the Arab guerri lla attack on the
Israeli village of Maalol in which
300 persons, including 18
schoolchildren , died.
Prime Minister Golda Meir had
hinted at massive reprisals
Wednesday night when she
vowed Israel would "cut off the
of the guerrillas
hands "
responsible for the attack on
Maalot. In addition to the 300
killed, including the three Arab
guerrillas , a nother 87 persons
were injured or wounded. The
casualty toll was the highest from
any s uch raid inside Israel.

Antibusing passes
WASHINGTON - A bitterly
divided Senate yesterday ap-

antibusing
new
proved
leg is la tion , but, once again.
severe ly undercut its effect by
leaving the final determination to
the federal courts.
With neither side strong enough
to score a clear-cut victory . the
Senate was forced into accepting
a hastily packaged compromise
that left both sides unsatisfied .

Schmidt chosen
Social Democrat
BONN Helmut Schmidt was elected
chancellor
German
West
yesterday, moving into the office
his party leader . Willy Brandt ,
abandoned 10 days ago in the
wake of a Comm unist spy
sca ndal.

Panel passes growth cap
TALLAHASSEE-The Senate
Education Committee sent to the
floor yes terda y a bill limiting
growth of universities in the state
system.
The bill caps the full time
student enrollment at UF at
28.000. and allows FSU. USF and
FTU to grow to 25.000 students .
In other action:
-- the Senate voted unanimously
to let police hold drunks in
.. protective custody" overnight
wit hout booking them on criminal
charges.
- the House passed a bill that
would increase state liquor taxes
by JO cents a fifth to raise funds
for alcoholic treatment centers.
It also voted to tighten laws
~·overing soliciting funds for
charity.

FAMU plans eyed
TALLAHASSEE -- Education
Commissioner Ralph Turlington
will oppose any plan calling for
the me rg ing . relocating or
abandoning of FAMU . Thomas
Todd . an assistant to Turlington.
said .
Turlington's comment was
dealing with a four-pronged plan
which is in the works to upgrade
:he "academic image" of the
predominantly black school.
Parts of the plan include : the
addition of new programs in
psychology. applied social
sciences and journaiism and the
raising of admission standards .

Tampa laws hit
TAMPA- lJ. S. District Court
Judge Terrell Hodges struck
down two Tampa city ordinances
setting fees for adult book stores
houses
movie
adult
and
yesterda y as unconstitutional.

weather
through
l'loud~
l'artl~
Saturday . Lows i11 the low
to mid iOs along coast.
Ha in
!IO.
1u•ar
II igh
prohahilit.v :w per Cl'nt
toda .' and tonight.

The judge said in his decision
un the ordinances were
constitutional because they set
higher license fees than for other
book stores and movie houses and
were therefore discriminatory .

Glisson begins probe
The
TALLAHASSEE
possibility of an Election Commission review of the legality of
mailed by U. S .
invitations
Senate candidate Richard Pettigrew . D-Miami . was raised
yesterday
State Elections Super\'isor
Dorothy Glisson said she has
asked Atty. Gen. Robert Shevin if
he authorized the invitation.
mailed to :l5.000 potential pur chasers of $50 tickets to a
testimonial affair in Mia mi next
Thursday night .

Ramsey gets 'coke'
City
GAINESVILLE
Commissioner Russell Ramsey
disclosed yesterday he had
received six packets of cocaine in
the mail from Bogota , Columbia .
and speculated they came from
South American terrorists.
He said he immediately
notified authorities who told him
the drugs· street i:alue was about
$3,000.
Ramsey said he has written
several books and articles
criticizing terrorists in South
America and speculated they
were trying to get him in trouble
with the law by sending him the
cocaine.

UT elects head
TAMPA -- Harris Mullen.
founder and president of Trend
Publications . In c .. was elected
chairman of th e Board of
Trustees at the l lniversity of
Tampa yesterday .
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BASF
The world's first
jamproof cassettes

Askew backs park

BASF invented it: Special Mechanics™, the first jamproof system
that really works. Not just sometimes - all the time.
Two precision guide arms
inside each of our SK, LH and
Chromdioxid Cassettes feed
tape smoothly from reel to reel.
No snags, no drop-outs. No
distortion.
This unique jamproofing s ystem combined with the super
sensitivity of BASF tape
results in a fidelity and
range you'll have to hear
to believe. Come in and
see the only
full line of completely jamproof
~
cassettes today.
You've

WASHINGTON - Florida Gov.
Reubin Askew urged the Senate
subcommittee on National Parks
yesterday to end a ten-year delay
and create a national seashore
near Cape Canaveral in honor of
the late C. S. Sen . Spessard
Holland.
The park. to be known as the
Spessard Holland '.\:ational
Seashore. would cover 11 miles of
ocean frontage and "thousands of
acres of natural habitat."
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Stone hits growth
BY WAYNE SPRAGUE
Oracle Staff Writer
Florida is suffering from "unplanned, uncontrolled and unpaid-for growth," Secretary of
State Richard Stone said yesterday.
Speaking before 35-40 USF faculty and students at
an informal rap session, Stone said a total halt to
gr0wth in Florida cannot be accomplished but said
growth must be made to "pay its own way."
WHEN GROWING areas do not pay the cost of
environmental damage, other citizens of the state
must assume the cost, he said.
Stone, who has announced his candidacy for Sen.
Edward Gurney's seat in Congress, fielded
questions on varied subjects, relating his positions
on a number of current issues.
''My purpose is not to please you with my answers
but to stimulate you to be involved," Stone told the
group.
ON. THE COST of higher education to students,
Stone said. because of bad relations. it will be dif-

ficult to hold costs of higher education down, much
less afford some tuition relief.
The bad publicity from the reports of tuition
padding came at a very poor time, he said, expressing hope something can be done next year.
Stone said he supported a limited form of public
financing of campaigns at this time.
"I'm not sure full public financing can be fairly
administered," he said.
STONE SAID he favored a state-financed "voter's
pamphlet," which would provide information
concerning public offices and the candidates running for them.
Expanded television debates among candidates
were also advocated by Stone, who said neither
measure has been acted on by the legislature.
Stone also called for openness in government,
saying public officials should remove the doors to
their offices, as he has done. All government files
also need to be open, Stone said .

.....................•...............•...•....

Sea life gets i•
support
f
Well over 1,500 people at USF, •
including Sec. of State Richard i
Stone, signed petitions asking the

Oracle photo by Barb Montgomery

Hot air
This.balloon maker, who would only identify himself as
"Rabbi. •• a professional clown," spent his afternoon in
front of the Library yesterday.

Hartley: USF ready
to open 2 centers
BY RUSSELL MANLEY
Oracle Staff Writer
Vice President for Finance ·and · Planning Bert Hartley said
yesterday USF is "ready to go" on plans for opening educational
centers in the Bradenton-Sarasota and Fort Myers areas, pending
legislative appropriations.
·Plans for opening the two centers were approved by the Board of
Regents <BORJ in January after extensive study showed the need for
greater access to higher education in the two areas.
HARTLEY said the curriculum and budget had been planned and
efforts were under way to locate interim facilities to house the
educational centers.
"We are currently working with the two communities on finding
usable facilities," Hariley said. "What we need now is appropriations
by the legislature to open the two centers in September."
Hartley said he was not sure how the offer made by New College in
-- Sarasota to merge with the State University System and USF would
affect the plans for the Sarasota-Manatee center.
"IT DEPENDS on what goals the BOR and the legislature want to
achieve, should they purchase New College," Hartley said. There is a
possibility, he said, the legislature may decide to locate the
educational center there.
"But it's a decision that has to be made by the BOR and the
legislature," he said. "As of now, it's out of otir hands."
Proposed appropriations for the Fort Myers center will be added to
the House appropriations bill-Monday, but no mention has been made
of funding the Sarasota center, Appropriations Committee Staff
Director Joseph Kyle said yesterday.
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abolishment of a federal
regulatory clause allowing for
the killing of marine mammals.
The regulation enables commercial fishermen to buy a $5
permit, clearing the way for
them to kill any marine mammal
interfering with his catch.
The petition, sponsored by the
Natural Sciences Council and
Student Government, is "for the
purpose of expressing discontent
with a law that provides for the
killing of marine mammals."
The petition can be signed in
the UC lobby and the Natural
Sciences Council Office.

Mackey plans
faculty speech
for Monday
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Live

EXOTIC
BELLY DANCING

."
by beautI"fuI "AsIDia
Plus
The Little Rascals
Laurel & Hardy
The Three Stooges
Donald Duck
Porky Pig
Daffy Duck
Flip the Frog
Merrie Melodies

Midnight:
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Tenure policy needs study
We seriously doubt there are many
people on campus who believe USF
does not have a publish or perish policy
when academic tenure is being considered . And , in the light of various
tenure and promotion decisions made
at USF , we agree with one Academic
Relations Committee (ARC ) member
who expressed astonishment at a
recent statement made by USF Pres.
Cecil Mackey .
Tuesday, Mackey termed "indisputable" the idea that USF does not
hC]."{e a publish or perish policy .
Recently, a slate Senate official investigating the tenure policies here said
USF 's tenure policies appear to violate
the law .
WHEN DOCUMENTED cases show

the Mackey administration has made
publishing a requirement in practice, if
not in stated policy, why does Mackey
continue to make denials?
The Oracle, like individual ARC
members , could appreciate Mackey's
refutatal of a publish or perish policy of
his sole interest was to defend himself
in light of the investigations being
conducted by state legislative committees and the · attorney general's
office. However, Mackey's statements
could cause young faculty members to
make . disastrous choices in their
careers, if they took the statements at
face value .
Events surrounding one faculty
member 's filing a formal grievance
about Administration promotion

,

Editorial 8'
decisions also makes one doubt the
.validity of other USF Administration
statements.
DR. JIM HERMAN , associate
.professor of Economics, filed his
complaint with the ARC after being
denied promotion. According to Florida
Statue 241.731 (a portion of which is
reprinted in today's "Intercom") , "A
faculty member assigned full time
teaching duties (shall) be rewarded
with salary adjustments, promotions,
for
tenure
re-employment or
meritorious teaching and other
scholarly activities related thereto ."
However , Herman, who was last year
voted "Most Distinguished University
Teacher" by a faculty committee and
who received departmental approval of
his promotion, was denied the
recommendation by Business Dean
Howard Dye, who was appointed by
Mackey to replace Robert Kline in
June , 1973.
We do not know what Mackey 's
promotion policy is ; however , we
wonder whether young faculty members understand the university policy
which evidently does not consider
awards for outstanding teaching.
WE ALSO DO NOT know why
Mackey continues to deny USF has a
publish or perish policy (or perform or

This public document was
promulgated at an annual cost of
$148,696.45 or · 9c per copy, to
disseminate news to the students, ·
staff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. (Fifty-nine per
cent of the per issue cost is offset
by advertising revenue.>
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letters

perish in the case of Fine Arts) or why
he continues to make statements which
could impede the careers of faculty
members .
Investigators at the state level should
carefully study the statements Mackey
and his administrators have made and
determine whether USF is acting in
violation of state policy .
The continuation of conflict over
these issues will only further disrupt
the campus; only through state intervention and a legal ruling will these
issues be resolved.

. letters polity
The Oracle welcomes letters
to the editor on all topics. All
letters must be signed and
include the writer's student
classification and tele'phone
number.
Letters will be limited to 150
words.
Letters should be typewritten
triple spaced. The editor
reserves the right to edit or
shorten letters.
Mail boxes are located ·in the
UC and Library for letters to
the editor.

Pledger dislikes play review
Editor :
This letter concerns the review given ·
to "Trojan Women ." First, thanks for
nothing . Second, let us as crities have a
full knowledge of the Theatre and
especially of this production, "Trojan
Women ." I have been taught to speak of
only that of which I ha.ye knowledge .
Therefore, our discussion will be of the
technical aspect and little of the performance effort.
The set is an abstraction of two real
things mixed with gut feelings. We
made effort to bring the sacked city of
Troy with the rocky , coastside canyon,
cave-like formation; together with my
own feelings . The set is not realistic but
does emit feelings and · is a sincere
effort, as sincere as the performance
effort.
The lighting was not perfection, but
nothing is: not the set. costumes or
anything in life . The Opera required
many lights from us and the different
. levels on the set took many lights. My
own feelings are that the lighting gave
refinement . texture and some things
my hand could not give .
Costum es do not make the actor nor
should they be a crutch . The actor
makes the cha racter from within
himself. This show was an effort toward
acting perfection from the individual.
Jack Belt does not spoon feed or
progra m hi s perform ers . They ha\·e
minds and hav e rea ched a point of
ecucation where th ey can fun cti on
properly. Belt guides . supervises and
coaches with sincerity .
The building . Centre Theatre . is
essentially to me and others an ex·
perimental intimate box wherein many
things can be tried. We are of the
Educational Theatre and not a
professional theatre company. We do
professional work and do not deserve

someone with the media in his hand to
destroy our audience . We have a lot to
offer ·of value, of our feelings and
thoughts and we enjoy entertaining.
Let's get someone who cares enough
to get all the facts first. Too many years

have passed with uninformed minds
telling us, theatre people, what is of
value. Come and enjoy and make up
your own minds .
Myro·n Pledger
4TAR

Student questions absence
of USF track and field-team
Editor :
An Open Letter to the University :
I was bewildered and dismayed, after
entering USF last fall, when I learned
our great University did not have a
track and field team . Surely, I thought,
a state university of some 20,000
students must tiave a comprehensive
program of inter-collegiate athletics.
I had become aware USF did not
have a football team ~ but when I was
told USF was also without a track
team, I became somewhat skeptical of
the University's sports program . I
could understand the absence of a
Brahman football team because of the
heavy cost of funding such an operation
a nd the presence of a successful Tampa
Spartan team. But what could be the
explanation for not having a track and
fie ld team 9
I C\:'\ PEHSO:'\ .\LLY attes t to th e
fact it is not due to student a pa thy. The
intra mural track meet !\la y 9-10 drew
hundreds of athletes . including male
and female participants . In this two·
da y meet. athietes had the opportunit y
to contest each other in running. shot
putting and jumping events . They
represented their individual frater nities. clubs and dorms in an atmosphere of friendly competitiveness .
As I looked around at the eager par-

ticipants , I was absorbed in the almost
festive mood of the events . There were
runners of all shapes and sizes warming up around the infield and on the
track . A kaleidoscopic array of colorful
track wear was exhibited by the contestants . Some wore the finest of track
gear, while others simply made do with
an old pair of sneakers and shorts . The
officials were kept busy with their
stopwatches . It was their job to accurately time the hundreds of individuals who ran in the meet. They did
a commendable job and should be
thanked . The crowd , too , was large and
responsive and seemed to enjoy the
whole affair .
After running in the last heat of the
last event on Friday (I ran for the
Xanadu tea m in the 880-yard· relay ). I
was thoroughly ex hausted . but the
puzzling qu es tion wa s still on mv mind .
\\'hy is there not an inter·co.llegia te
tra ck and fi eld team at USF 9 Do
Uni \'ersity officia ls fee l there is a lack
of student interes t in the sport 9 Is
finan cing a tea m of th is sort a problem :
Or is the a bsence of a track and field
team a t USF due to that emotionless
noun called apathy that seems to be
appearing more and more regularly in
college life 9 I h9pe not.
Jeff Yennie
3ENG

by Garry Trudeau
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include lectures,
theatre, films

Cancer Drive Saturday in Mu
dormitory parking lot. proceeds
go to Cancer Society in the name
of the late Dr. Jerome Krivanek;
FIELD TRIP to phosphate
operations in Mulberry , leave
CHE parking lot at noon Saturday ;
Bag-a-Thon Saturday , sponsored by the Navigators to raise
funds for a ministry in Norwa y:
A fr ee perform a nc e bv the
Ta mpa Horn Club is sc h ~ dul e d
S<iturday at :3 p.rn . in FA H 101 :
l\lorit z will comm ent on a
se ri es of surrea li s ti c a ni ma ted
shor ts fr om l \J l fJ to J!.J70 Sunda,· at
/ ::HJ p. m . in E:\A . $1 charge.:
\\.QS R
F :\l
Had io I 02.:>
p r og r a m
conce rn ing
:.;c11·
Co llcge -LSF merg er Su11cta:,· al G
p

Ill .

L'd\THSITY - Comm uni tv
Choru s concert at the :\l a nha tta;1
.-he nue :\k t hod ist Chu rch at 8
p .m S un da~·:
· · r: a r t h · ~ :.; e i g h b o r s · ·
pl ane ta riu m prese nta tion in l' l! Y
Li:l. :2:'.lO p.m. Sunday . frt'C' . cal l
~ J ~ ~-:!~f::IJ fo r rr~ ~en·~11. io n~ :

Seven student composers'
works will be featured in a ~ecital
today at 2 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Auditorium.
Three whistlers will be
featured in "Another Mere AgeMirage" by Dale Adams and
pianist Gary Schmidt will play
"Fugal Study I" by Ed Baker.
Four saxophone players · will
perform "Saxographer Journey"
by George Andrianos; Carl Hall,
on flute, will play "Nereid" by
Nelson Caldwell.
String Bass Kabezo's com-

Kosmala's pupils
perform Monday
Students from classes of Dr.
Jerzy Kosmala, professor of
Music, will perform Monday at 2
p .m . in the Fine Arts Auditorium .
Weneta Kosmala will perform
"Etude Opus 35, No, 29" for violin
by Mazas; violinists Kosmaia
and Urs Stauffer and pianist
Katharina Stauffer will perform
"Concerto in A minor for two
violins" by Vivaldi and violinist
Witold Kosmala with pianist Eun
Sung Rhee will perform the
allegro movement from "Concerto" by Khachaturian .

Janus Films presents:

the original _
uncut version

Hypertension screenings of
community
members
and
showings of film and distribution
of educational material will take
place in UC 103, 252-W a11d in the
UC lobby from 10 a .m . to 2 p.m .
Monday through Wednesday:
"Women in Engineering"
Forum sponsored by the
Women 's Center at 7:30 p.m .
Monday in UC 252-E and
A slide-tape presentation on
Tampa by Dr. Ed Hirshberg at 2
p.m . Monday in LAN 123.
S . (i . S1•nalP Spat
Thl'l'I' is c111'1'1·ntly a
vat·ant Sl'al in llw S. (i.
Spnatt• in :\atural Sc:ienet•.
I> is t.
111.
1nt1•rt• st Pd
sllllknts contal'l Hichard
:\l1•1Tick in s<; olTict• < lT
l:i(}. t'Xl. :!IOI>. lkadlint• to
appl~ Fri. :\la.» :!I.
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Recital today features
7 student compositions

MAN,

61N.

Weeken d events

Campus activities scheduled
ttrough Monday include performances of "Trojan Women"
tonight and tomorrow at 8 p.m . in
TAR 120. Tickets . are $1 and are
available through the Theatre
Box Office <974-2323);
Other events include:
A dance workshop , featuring
graduating seniors , will be
presented again tonight at 8 p.m.
in TAR 222. Live music will be
feutured along with music by
USF music;ans.
JE\\:ISll Student Union campout , lea've UC at 2 p.m . today:
Abstract films to be shown by
William Moritz. film historian
from Los Angeles. in F AH 273 at
11 a.m. today :
SEAC. Animation · Festival.
Head Theatre and Film Art
Series films : see details in advertisements on other pages :
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Tuesday, May 21
7: 30 & 9: 30 p.m. $1
LAN 103 Film Art Series

position "Oh No! I'm a Dwarf"
will feature eight student instrumentalists. A group of four
strings will perform . Mark
Hendricks' "Filaments for String
Quartet."

David Pate 's "Zelda. Vincent
and Frieda Visit the Nursing
Home" will close the program . .
There is no admission charge
for the recital.

C<;Jmpetition opens for
Fulbright-Ha ys money
Competition is now open for 570 Fulbright-Hays Program grants.
Graduate Studies Director John Briggs said yesterday .
·
The grants provide round-trip transportation, maintenance for one
academic year, an orientation course and health and accident insurance, he said .
All applicants must hold a bachelor's deg~ee, be a United States
citizen and, where applicable, have a language proficiency sufficient
to communicate with the people of the host country . Briggs said .
further information arid applications for the Fulbright-Hays
Program grants are available in ADM 229. he said . The application
deadline is October 1, 1974.

· REAL EVES
TONITE AT-
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Catty Fritz' is tonight
1

BY JEFF STRANGE
Oracle Entertainment Editor

Adventurers can take a walk on
the wild side with "Fritz the Cat"
and Walt Disney's "Three
Caballeros" tonight in ENA.
Show time is 7 and 8:30 p.m. for
"Three Caballeros" and 10 p.m.
and midnight for "Frtiz the Cat,"
sponsored by the Film Art Series.

"Fritz the Cat," directed,
designed and written by Ralph
Bakshi, was the first X-rated,
animated cartoon. Fritz, with
anti-Disney characters, is constantly mocking the liberal
movements of the '60s. Fritz is on
the move and runs into an
assortment of reformers and
hipsters in the forms of rabbits,

Photo furnished

'Fritz the Cat' gets in a fix
... the film is one scheduled this weekend.

Films to ·feature
computer animation
Recent experiments in the
animated form will be the subject
of Expanded Animation, being
shown at 9:30 p.m. Sunday in
ENA.
Several examples of computer
a!'limation will be featured in the .
program: "Permutations" b~
John Whitney, "Symmetricks"
by Stan VanDerBeek (which· won
first prize at the Hawaii Film
Festival and has been selected to
be shown at the Cannes Festival

Frank film
... won Academy

Phi Kappa Phi
holds banquet,
taps members
USF's chapter of Phi Kappa
Phi. a national scholastic
hc;morary. will hold an induction
Sunday at 4:30 p.m. in the
Business Auditorium. Treasurer
Glenn Burdick said yesterday.
Burdick said about 100 people
will be inducted into the
organization. To be eligible for
membership. a student must be a
senior in the top 10 per cent of the
class or a junior in the top one per
cent of the class, he said.
Burdick said the organization
embraces
all
scholastic
disciplines.
A banquet will be held after the
induction at 7 p.m. in Andros
Center. he said.

this month l and "La pis" by
James Whitney, which Gene
Youngblood calls "the most
beautiful and one of the most
famous of all computer films."
Two award-winning films by
Jordan Belson will be shown:
"Chatra,"
about · · cosmic
magnitude and individual vision,
and his latest film "Light," which
placed in the finals of the
American Film Festival.
Norman McLaren's latest
experimental film, an amusing,
formal play of sounds and shapes
entitled "Synchromy," will be
shown as will the latest film by
Ryan Larkin "Street Musique,"
both produced by t.he National
Film Board of Canada.
Two si.;rrealistic animated
adventures from Eastern Europe
will be screened. "Jabberwocky"
by Czechoslovakian filmmaker
Jan Svankmajer is a collage of
unexpected, startling and jarring
images.
"The
Fly"
by
Yugoslavian filmmaker Vladimir
Jutrisa is a multi-award-winner
that leaves the viewer with a
sense of horror and the bizarre.
Other films included will be the
laser film
"Laserimage,"
"Spider Elephant" by French
animator Piotr Kamler and the
1973 Academy Award winner
"Frank Film" by Frank Mouris,
which is made up of 11,592 collage
shots about growing up in
America.
Admission is $1.

"De Mamawaldi'
contest Saturday
The Kappa Iota Chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta, Inc., is
having its second annual "De
Mamawaldi" contest Saturday in
the UC ballroom at 8 p.m.
The contest features a fashion
show and dance. Price of admission is $1 in advance and $1.50
at the door. Advance tickets may
be purc·hased from Sharon
Stewart, president of Delta
Sigma Theta, 974-6403.

.

sell it fast with
.

Oracle Classifieds

Ml' BACKYARD

aardvarks and pigs.
MUSIC IS by B. B. King with
some modern rock and jazz.
Billie Holiday's song "It's
Wonderful" also helps Fritz out
in a scene in Harlem.
"Fritz the Cat" mocks both the
establishment and its reformers
and will bring laughter from
everyone.
The "Three Caballeros," a
Disney film from the '40s, has
Donald Duck with animated
characters mixing with real
people.
DONALD HAS dreams of
wonderful collages of color and
fantasies of love. Donald's fun
starts at his birthday party where
he is presented with three gifts.
The first present is a movie
projector, and in the movies,
Donald meets Pablo the Penguin,
who sails from the Antarctic to
warmer seas in the south .
Another bird movie has the
arazuin, a crazy bird with a
raucous song, who walks out of
the movie screen to shake hands
with Donald and walks off our
screen as well .
Donald's next gift is a book on
Brazil.
Donald's last present is
Mexico, represented by a sou!:!d
track. A storybook shows the
history of Mexico and live-action
pictures.
Saturday.
the
''Three
Caballeros" will play again at
6:30 p.m. in ENA. "Fritz the Cat"
will be shown Saturday at 8 and
10 p.m. and at midnight in ENA.

~81lTMSIDE ~.V.LLAS

***

I & 2 Br. Apts.
Furn. & Unf. Carpet

$140 UP
Near USF

Rec. Room, 2 Pools, 2 Laundry Rooms. Saunas,
Tennis Courts

"Now taking summer leases for I bedroom apartments."
OFFICE HOURS 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon - Fri
Res. Mgr. Sat & Sun
Skipper Road E. of Nebraska Ph: 971-5236

UNIVERSITY~

BICYCLE

(t'T

CEN'TER
SALES and
REPAIRS

L220 E. Fletcher Ave.

RAJ.,E/t$H

1 lr;·;o 11:00
!'lfll"\~.

l'ranchised Ocaler

11111 -

h:OO pm

·lll-:!.277

THE PINEAPPLE

TODD
NEBRASKA AT FOWLE
971-0007

ONE WEEK ONLY

c1•nc

WEEKDAY
LUNCHEON BUFFET

•2.25

1Oo/o off buffet with student

Eascwood

••n

or facul

D•MTH••l'J'

ID

114VE DDllE

s

·Maanum

Fo•ce
PANAVISION®· TECHNICOLOR® from Warner Bros
·-~~~ A Warner Communications Company

(I

MON.-WED.

AT U.S.F.

·

~ · 2501 E. Fowler
Ask for our ®special group rates

CASTLE HEIGHTS AUTO SERVICE
9805 Nebraska Ave. ph. 935-6360 Mon.-Fri. 7:30a.-6:00pm
Electronic tune-ups and repairs
Air Cond. Services and Repairs
General Auto Repairs

FREE ESTIMATES
COMPLETE FRONT-END ALIGNMENT REPAIRS AND SERVICE
"--.
AUTO TRANSMISSION OVERHAULED AND SERVICED
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Kipling's 'Jungle Book' takes stage tonight
Rudyard Kipling's "The Jungle
Book" will be presented in
chamber theatre style by the
USF Speech Communication
Department Friday and Saturday.
It will begin at 8 p.m . both
nights in LAN 103 and there will
be a special matinee Saturday, at
2 p.m .

"'THE JUNGLE Book' is not
just for children ," George
Randolph , Speech instructor and
director of this production, said.
It is " definitely enjoyable for
both adults and children, " he
said .
"The Jungle Book" is the story
of Mowgli who was lost in an
Indian jungle as a young child
and raised by wolves. He is
taught by a bear, protected by a
panther and hunted by a tiger.
"Part of it is played as a classic
western, with a lot of action,"
Randolph said. " It is a very full,
very excitable story."

SEA C Slappy Hour has

THIS VERSION was adapted
by Randolph and features six of
the 15 stories in Kipling's book .
The set is "made to look very
natural - much like a nature

reduced beer, live music

us~

SEAC will host a Slappy Hour today from :l-5 p.m. in the Empty Keg .
'·Amanda Jones ,". a three-voca list hand with a uniqu e repertoire of
original a nd Beatles ' songs, will perform an d Saga will offer small
beers <Sc hlitz and Bud l for 20 cents, Ja ckci lla bblitz en tertainment
associate , sa id .
·
'

South

Brazinski plays tuba
Bruce Brazinski will perform
his graduate recital on the tuba
Monday at 8:30 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Auditorium.

A reception will follow the
performance in FAH 102.

Bean Bag Chairs

Included on the program are
variations on the theme of
Handel's "Judas Maccabeus" by
Beethoven , "Chaconne" by Leo
Sowerby, "Concerto in A Minor "
by Vivaldi and "Sonatina for
Tuba and Piano" by Koet.sier .
Pianist Gary Schmidt will assist
him on these numbers.

Passion

Pads Extra
Long
l't'lll'ls for Filling ('hairs
( 'oney's Interiors
:w; S. lloward

setting with rocks, plants and
trees," Randolph said.
Music will be provided by
records and will feature actual
wolf howls and drums, he said.
Major characters include the

narrator , Debbie Mitchell;
Mowgli, Sal Biagini; Bagheera,
Pattie Minchen ; Kaa, Dave
Zimmerman and Baloo, Kevin
Stinnette.
There is no admission charge.

JSU
The last MONDAY NITE the Rabbi took off
in Spring of '74
Question, discuss and hear about Feasts
and Dreams IN THE Jubilee Year.
on
May 20th, UC Room 205 8 p.m .
Rabbi (the Magician) Brod
JSU

GRISSETT MUSIC
Authorized
Dealer
Gibson,
Yamaha,
Epiphone Dobros
Randall Amplifiers
Used Guitars and Amps
Lessons-Guitar, 5
String Banjo, Piano

Flying

~
Florida

8890 56th St.
Temple Terrace
988-1419
STUDENT
DISCOUNT WITH
USF ID

c,l/IJ
5ea9u\\S

FLY -IN
Sunday May 19th, 11 a.m.
Plant City Municipal Airport
Airplane Rides, Refreshments Contests, Aerobatics Radio
Aircraft Demo.
Directions: 1-4 to Branch Forbes Road, Go South and turn left
at US 92, Right turn 574, Cross RR Tracks, then turn Left to
Airport.

~:iX - ~l '. 11

Malcolm Westly is pianist for
"Concerto for Bass Tuba" by
Williams and Rebecca Siegel.
flute, will assist Bra zinski on
"Three Dances in A Minor" by
Telemann.

Jreisat talks on
world effects
of energy crisis
Dr. Jamil Jreisat, associate
professor of Political Science,
will discuss international implications of the energy crisis
Monday in UC 251 at 2 p.m .
during an open meeting of the
Center for World Order.
"This should be an unusually
informative session since Dr.
Jreisat speaks both from a
worldwide perspective and also
from intimate familiarity with
the Middle East," Dr. Russell
Cooper, professor of
interdisciplinary Social Sciences ,
said .

LUNCH SPECIALS

Clf OICE ROAST REEF .

.99

Slice upon slice of frcshh- roasted PSD.\ choice
heef. clipped in natmal juices \\'ith the 1111iq11c
.... flavor of Lums seerd recipe. senTd proudh rn1
· · · · a toasted hun .
'Vith french fries ancl colc slaw
1..'3.S
.. ..

FISl I "N Cl IIPS .

.99

DINNER SPECIALS

CLAJ\1 DINNER

. 2.00

.:•:· ::··:·

Tc11cler clcep fri(>cl clams are the stars of this
T,urns nroductio11 that includes French fries. co le
slaw. clinner roll . huttcr. lf'mon \veclge and tartar

Dl\~ER
Large portion of om hatter clipped fish. french

FISll FRY

Lums goes British with hatter clipped ocean fish
on a largr· portion of french fries . \lalt Yincgar
.... will 1uakc it "Sin11)ly S1nashing~ ..
... With cok slaw _ _
.......... ___ ______ _.
1.3.5

fries. cole slaw. tartar sauce. lemon wedge, dinner roll and butter for a great \·alu e and great
taste. \\'ith a 0 oz. schoone'r of beer or anv drink. ··· ·

.... BAHBE()l IED RlTHGER.

(]-IOPPED REEFSTEAI\:

.99

· ··· The tang\' taste of BBQ sauce and chopped
onions brings our hurger to a fla\·orful peak for
··· the cati11g pleasure of ~· 'all.
. .. With french fries ____ .. .. _ _ _ .. _ . . __ .. _
1.20

.. .

. 1.70 ....

Full thircl of a p<H111t1. of pure Beef with sauteecl · ···
onions. mushrooms. green p eppers. french fries , ..
toasted roll with garlic hutte r ancl a crisp green
salad. \\'ith a 0 oz. schooner of beer or anv drink. ·:·:·:·

Delcraft

USF club invited
sports to national meet
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Neal takes top
bowling honors
Willy Neal ruled the men's
division in USF Bowling League
action Tuesday night while Sue
Thornton and Karen Fellows
shared women!s honors.
Rolling a 226, Neal turned in
high game and his 567 was good
for top series.
Thornton and Fellows matched
scores in both game and series
competition with a 170 tie for best
game and 464 for high series.

Net court staffed
Andros and physical education
tennis courts, staffed by student
assistants, are open Monday
through Friday from 6-9:30 p.m.
and Saturday and Sunday from 9
a.m . to 5 p.m.

Wendy Burns' letter protesting
the handling of the regional
regatta may help the University
of Texas, but it probably won't
affect USF's Windjammers.
Although both teams were told
they could go to California for the
Women's Nationals June 5-7, USF
may not have enough money to
make the trip.
"As it looks now, we won't be
able to go because of a lack of
funding," said Burns, the Windjammers' racing team captain.
"'There is a small chance of
getting funds from outside
sources."
Only Florida State had
qualified for nationals at the
regional meet, but Gordon
Bentley, scheduling chairman of
the Intercollegiate Yacht Racing
Association, informed Burns
Wednesday night that Texas and
USF would also be allowed to
represent the district.
Burns had written him a letter
protesting "the organization,
handling and short notice" of the
regionals.
The out-of-state schools

Falstaff Ra/lye set
The · Sir John Falstaff Fun
Rallye, USF Sports Car Club's
(USFSCC) largest rallye of the
year, is slated for tomorrow
night. ·
Registration for the sixth
annual event begins at 6 p.m. in
the Fine
Arts-Humanities
parking lot. A special novice ;
instruction meeting is planned
for 7: 15 p.m . with regular drivers
meeting at 7: 30 p.m . The first car
is scheduled to leave at 8 p.m.
Entry fees are $3 per car for the
general public, $2.50 for USF
students, staff and Council of
Tampa Bay Autosports clubs
members and $2 for those from
USFCC .
Door prizes have been donated
by local businesses and dash
pla']ues will be given to the first
100 entries.
.T he top 10 drivers and
.navigators in , the event will be
awarded trophies and all competitors will receive free beer at.
the completion of the affair.
"There are no real dirt roads
this year," USFSCC Pres. Danny

---lntramurals - -

Play halted
Rain
may
have
been
desperately needed in the Tampa
Bay area, but the deluge which
washed out 16 softball games
yesterday did not please USF's
intramural officials.
With one-and-a-half weeks
remaini.ng in the season, the
schedule was already so crowded
that games had to be slated for
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 6:45
p.r1.
And resc heduling the rainouts
cou ld be a problem since next
,,·eek's s lat e of games has
:ii read~· been planned.
·'The chances are most of them
' the ra inout s I will be played the
week a ft er next." sa id Andy
Honk e r ,
coordinator
of
recrea tional sports.
"But if they invol\' e teams in
first or second place, we ma y
have to work them in next week,"
Honker said.
Since the schedule has not yet
:1een typed . Honker said it might ·
·l ill be changed.

Shields said of the rallye's
course. "They'll be decent roads,
and there will be no orange
groves to go through this time."

VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
2600 !13th St.
977-4728
now renting at

BELOW
-MARKET
RATES
$150 1 Bedroom
$170 2 Bedroom

1S & 17 Ft.
Aluminum

NOW RENTING:
Canoes & Backpacks

EASY
TRAILS
INC.

Wendy Burns
... protest upheld
weren't notified until May 1 that
the eliminations would be held
May 4, and USF wasn't told until
the night before the regatta .
The Windjammers finished
second in the contest, and Texas
did not even have enough time to
send its team.

"QUALITY"
CAMPING EQUIPMENT
8711 N. 40th St.
988-0045
Thur., Fri., 9-9
Mon., Tues., Wed., & Sat., 9-6

OUTFITTERS FOR CAMPING,

BACKPACKING, CANOEING
{The iargeSt selection of Freeze Diy Food in the area)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•: ~\_
•
All YOU CARE
$'1 I

I

:.

~~w'6·

~

I

•;
•
•••

..

Joo1h~ :

Mullet Dinners

:

•I
•
••m
•
=

Sunday 2 p.m. - till ?

•
=
B

Smok~ed

I

~

TO EAT

"¥

Fish, Beans & Slaw
Sunday outside on stage Real Eyes & Friends will do Acoustical

B

••
••
I
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

,
;

Wood Jam at 3 p.m. with some very musical friends.

Mi Back Yard

6902 N. 40th St.

,

California Digs It!

PLAYBOY EXPOSED IT!

TAMPA'S GOT IT!

Demonstration - This Sat (May 18) 1:00 ~ 5: 00 p~mD
Just South of Schlitz Brewery, East of 30th, off Bougenvillea
(in case of rain, Sunday same time)

COME ON OUT-RIDE ONE-SEE IT YOURSELF
Shakespeare Incorporated

Exclusive Distributer
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Daly, Gano ung in sectio nal tourn ey

Oracle photo by Doc Parker

Dan Daly
... preps for match

BY RINDY WEATHERLY
Oracle Sports Writer
Two USF Fencing Club
members will · have their hands
full when they enter the sectional
tournament in Athens, Ga . this
weekend.
Jeff Ganoung and Dan · Daly
are taking on what Ganoung
called " the toughest competition
in the southeas tern United
States " in the two-day event.
SINCE THEY HA VE already
qualified for the nationals in New
York June 22-29, the two fencers
are entering the sectionals "just
to see how we stand in the
southeast," Ganoung said .
Top fencing schools the pair
will face include Vanderbilt,
Georgia , Alabama, Florida State,
Florida and Miami , Ga noung
said .
Under the new rules of the
Amateur Fencing League of
America , individuals can qualify
for nationals by finishing among
the top three at the divisional
meet.

Drivers host autocro ss
USF will be the site of the third
championship autocross of the
season Sunday.
Sponsored by the Council of
Tampa Bay Autosports Clubs, the
event will be run in the Physical
Education (PE ) commuter lots.
A drivers' meeting has been
5cheduled for 11 : 30 a .m. with
competition to start at noon .
The 17 class winners will
receive trophies, with second and
third place awards to be given if
there are enough entries in each
class.
Any make of car may compete
as long as it passes the technical
inspection prior to the autocross.
Entry fees are $3 .50 for USF
students and staff and $4 for the
general public .
A practice autocross is slated
tomorrow at noon in the PE

INEHOUSE PRODUCTIONS
and CONCEPT
ENTERTAINMENT IND.
present

SEALS&
CROFTS

commuter lots but the course will
be different from the one used in
Sunday 's event.

SO WHEN DALY took first in
epee and Ganoung captured third
in foil at Tallahassee April 20-21,
both were assured of spots in the
national competition.
Daly may still qualify in foil ,

since his fifth place finish at
divisionals made him an alternate for the Athens contest.
"If you miss out on divisionals ,
the sectionals are like a second
chance (to qualify )," Ganoung

~--------------------------------,

EXP AND ED :
1
I Visit our New Paesa no's II I
I Same Tradition al Italian Menus I
:

& Fine Service

:

;

8622 N. 40th St.

I
I

:

corner of 40th & Yukon one block south of Busch

h··------------------------------·

BLO W YOU R MIN D
NOT YOUR MON EY
LEAR JET STEREO 8
Model A-20 8-Track. The sound will delight you.
The price will amaze you. This is the real thing:
Stereo 8 from the people who invented Stereo 8.
With separate controls for tone, volume and
stereo balance. True-to-life sound with a full 24
watts of Peak Music Power (8W RMS). Fine
tuning and program indicator systems. Sleek
and trim and small enough to fit comfortably
into any car. Even sports cars and compacts.

$49.95
$13.95

Mount Speak ers

ST. PETERSBUJ~G
BAYFIWi\T fE~TEH
ABENA

Tiekets arnilahle at:
BASPUTINS
BUDGET TA PES
- TEM PLF. TFHRACE
:i l .. \ L'i ,"\: CJ{lWJS'
\T\\TST .\ l .l\l"'.\ l
L"\W JI{:\ Cl ll l.D
h .\\".\1 1.\l \l.F. \"()\ \ "

I

I

Two Flush

with WALTER HEATH

i
•
!

PAESAno·s
i
9taQ [a'1 CRegtautca'1t
•
! UL WE'VE

IN CONCERT

8 p.m.

said.
FOR THE NATIONALS trip ,
Ga noung said , "we 're hoping to
get some sponsors. "
" Making the trip up and back is
kind of expensive ," he explained .

Slide Mount
$7.95
Bracke t
List $71.85

$39.99

This Friday & Saturda y
Only At

·-----·-..- -------·-

[L __"

r:: ~ o --

-::JJi

..
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:

F3:1 :

A two-day symposium geared
to creating different avenues to
solve the world's energy
concluded
was
problems
yesterday as speakers from the
and
Physics
Chemistry ,
Engineeri ng fields spoke on
collaring other forms of energy,
such as solar, hydro and
numerous forms of vegetation.
Chemistry Professor Joseph
his
representi ng
Stanko,
departmen t, spoke on the useful
possibilitie s of sol_a r energy. His
proposal consisted of turning
thermal energy into "usable
energy " by using eriergy

photochem icals to obtain a
chemical reaction.
STANKO SAID carbon dioxide
interacting with the photosynthesis process of plants results in
carbon monoxide which he called
"a good primary feed start."
Professor W. Conrad Fernelius, also of the Chemistry
Departme nt, spoke on Glen
Huppke's (a USF chemical
engineer l "Utilization of Solar
Energy by Growing Fuel with the
Recycle of Carbon ." Fernelius
began his discussion saying, "If
the human race is to continue, we
must learn to develop solar
energy .··

Dea dlin e set tod ay
for Paris 'pro gra m
Deadline for application for the Paris Exchange Program is 5 p.m.
today, Sociology Professor Phil Bosserman said yesterday .
All application s should be turned in at the Sociology Departmen t
office, SOC 107, he said.
"WE'VE GOTTEN a great response already," Bosserman said.
"We extended it though, because so many people I know applied and
we wanted everyone to have a chance."
Boss~rman left today to attend a meeting in Warsaw, Poland of the
Iriternation al Sociological Association 's research committee s.

"I'm a member of a research committee on leisure and culture," he
said. "I've been doing · a three-year study in the allocation of time
between work and nonwork."

HE SAID the meeting in Poland is being held to prepare the
program for the Toronto meeting of the entire Association .
Bosserman said he will be developing the second phase of his
research which will study the patterns of consumptio n .of personal
income.
He will be studying Czechoslov akia, Sweden, West Germany,
France, England and the United States, he said.
"I also understand I will be elected to the presidency of the committee at this meeting," he said.

Day care foru m Mon day
A day care forum will be ht•ld in
the UC Mall at 2 p.m . Monday . SC
Coordinato r of Women's Affairs
Kerry Kennedy said yl'sterday.
The forum will have an open
format. "Thl' main thing is th;it
people are encouraged to bring

their ehildrm to show thl' real
Ilt't'd for day ean• eenters. ·· she
said.
K<'nnPciy said shl' anticipated
somt• faeulty nwmbers· will speak
on probh•ms involved with day
ea re.

Vets' fee paym ent due Tuesd ay
Deadline for Qtr. 3 fee payment is May 21 at :J p.m. in the Cashier's
Office, Veteran's Affairs Director Bob Jett said yesterday :
"Any vets having difficulties getting theii:.checks should come to UC
161 or call 974-2291." Jett said.
Application s for veteran's !iO-day defe!'ments for Qtr. 4 and Qtr. I
are available at UC IGI. he said . All application s should be turned in as
soon as possible to ensun• deferment. he said.

· ULAR L D
. ATE N A
PLASM A PROG RAM AND RECEIVE UP
TO $60 A MOl\IT H BRING STUDE NT I.
OR THIS AD AND RECEIVE A BONU S
WITH YOUR FIRST DONA TION
HYLAN D DONO R CENTE R
238 W. Kenne dy Blvd.
8:00 to
33602
2:30
Fla.
,
Tampa
appointm ent av.Ji/able to fit your class scnedtJ/e

Monda

Sunday
May . 19
Noon Till

thrCJu h Friday

In the growing of fuel, one must
consider more than just trees,
Fernelius said, but also fast
growing crops such as corn and
sugar cane.
He said a large part of Florida
would .be used in growing fuel,
but added it would be necessary
due to Florida 's climate. Such a
proposal is not as far fetched as it
may seem, Fernelius said, as
" we are in the range of
possibility ." This method works
by speeding up the growth of
plants by using carbon dioxide,
he said .

La Mancha Dos was designe d as an
alterna tive for student s with no taste for
dormito ry rooms, but without the budget to
afford the high rates of most convent ional
apartm ents.

FERNELIU S SAID there is the
possibility of "making Florida
independen t in terms of its
energy needs. "

• LOW COST : $1i7-$!JO per month. Thal should be less than even
a dormitory.
• WALK TO l 'SF : We are located I block from USF. You don ' t
1ieed a car to get to cla sses if you live al La Mancha Dos .
• PHIVACY : Bedroom-s tud)' lo yourself. Sleep when you want,
study when you want. decorate and use as you want.
• BOOMINESS : Fully equipped all-electric kitchen . separate
dining room, spacious living room, two full bathrooms. patios
overlookin g beautiful courtyards .
• PLL'SllNE SS : Thick shag carpet wall-to-wall. classy Barcelona-styl e furniture. luxury accomodat ions throughout .
• SOCIAL LIFE : Planned parties at least once a month, grills
for barbecuing . all residents young and single.
• RECHEAT ION : Two recreation buildings, three pools,
sauna, bill.iards. exercise room with universal gym , tennis,
basketball, volleyball, ping-pong. color TV lounges, meditation
room.
• BEAl'TY : Trees. flowers, shrubbery. beaui;~ outsiuc.:. pla.:e
where the outdoors can be enjoyed.

Oleson,
Norman
Dr .
Physics
th e
repres ent ing
Depa rtm ent. s tressed the need to
use a tomi c energy in the future
because " between 1970 a nd 2000,
we will use as much energ y a s we
ha ve in all our previous histor y ...
Basing his a tomi c propos a ls
a long with the principles of
fusion . Oleson said . "will supply
long-range needs for energy ."
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Rest•nations are ncm lwinµ ac·('epted for next fall.

~

~make sure
your wheels
~are round.
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A'TIVE

Al~TER

N ew ene 1yy f orm s disc uss ed
by pan el dur ing US F foru m

Re,Juc·ed rates for siµninµ

and for this summer.

~

up earl~.

'

~We'll adjust each spoke so ~
~ both front and rear wheels ~
~are true , with every pur~ chase of a set of Raleigh
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~

~ materials to give you
~ exceptional service.

~
~

~ tires of any size. Raleigh
~tires. like Raleigh cycles
~ are made of the finest

Spec·it'it· apls. n·sent'd on a Is( c·onw Isl st•n t' basis.
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~

TAMPA CYCLE CO. ~
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~
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Phone 971-0100
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HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED ,

NEED student to help me run store. Mostly
Friday afternoon & all day Sat. No ex·
perience necessary. Chris is graduating.
Call 932-0322 for interview. Bermax
Western Wear 8702 Neb. Ave.

FULL TIME summer jobs. Save over $2,000 .
Call Dave Abrams for interview, 971-4470.
STUDENT Help Wanted : To work part-time
in Shoe Dept . Vari~ble hours. Looking for
management-oriented student. CookslOlh Ave . at 50th St. 247-4705. Contact Mr .
Becker.
·
SALES HELP NEEDED
Experience Preferred. SLI K CH I K 10024 N.
30th St.
FULL or part time-Painter's helper. No
experience needed but would help. Must
have own transportation. Call after 7:00
p.m . 238-1326.
ENTHUSIASM is the key to an easy way to
earn more money. If you can handle the
competition & enjoy talking on the phone,
this is the job for you . Morning , afternoon
& evening shifts available . If you are in·
terested, please call Mrs . Wandel at 224·
7996.
THE TRIBUNE co. is presently looking for
several enthusiastic & competitive .people
for outside sales. This would involve the
early evening hours & no transportation is
necessary. For more information, call

Mrs. Brown 224-7996.

TYPING, Fast, Neat, Accurate, Exp.
Turabian I BM Corrective Selectric.
Carbon ribbon. Pica or Elite. All types of
work. Close to USF . 988-0836 Lucy Wilson .

op enings for gen : counselors, music,
science, ham radio, tennis, golf, swim-

ming, etc. Call locally 971-9361 evenings .
INTERESTED in becoming part of

an

aggressive news staff? The Oracle is
looking for students interested i n reporting, editorials, minority coverag e, layout
& featur e work. If you plan to attend USF
this summer & are willing to work long
hours for a low salary, call Sandy at 974 -

2842 .
WANTED :. SEAC Major Events Assoc . to
produc e miajor concerts & events for USF

APT. TO sublet for this summer. Furn ., air
cond ., kitchen. S67 per mo . Come over to
La Mancha Dos Apt . 102, ask for William.

FAST accura.te typing service. 48 hr. service
In most instances. 2 min. from USF .
Between 8:30 and 5:00 call 879-7222 ext.
238. After 6: 00 cal! 988-3435. Ask for Li1.

SUMMER AT LA MANCHA DOS. Study &
relax at La Mancha Dos this summer .
Monthly rates of S72·S80. Reservations now
being accepted ; new apartments and
poolside apartments available. One block
from campus on 42nd Street PH 971-0100.

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
I BM CORRECTING Selectric, carbon
ribbon, .pica or elite. Greek symbols. Exp.
Turabian, Campbell, APA, etc. · 5 min.
from USF. Nina Sch'iro, 971 ·2139 .. If no
answer, 235-3261.

71/2MINUTES
FROM USF
New 2 bdr w-w carpet central heal and air,
drapes, furn. S180-unfurn 5155. Phone 988·
6393.

IT'S SPRING and I'm ready. I' m an AKC
Irish Setter from champion stock and a
proven stud. For reservations 971 ·2065.
Quality breeding only . Try ii, you'll like ii .

COLONIAL GARDENS Students welcome6 mo. lease. 2 bdrm ., 1 bath, luxury apts.

GRE PREPARATION COURSE near USF .
Score 100.Q_ or your money back . 18 hrs .,
S30 ; course repeatable Free. Over 700 have
taken our course in South Florida in the

Swimming pool , laundry, and rec. room .
2002 E . 131st Ave. ph 971-4977 .
2 BR DUPLEX, AC, carpet, furnished .
Young neighbors, grass, trees. 5150 mo.
Evenings & weekends 977-1934.

last 2'·2 years. For infor call (305) 854-7466 .

ONE BEDROOM SlOO per month . All utilities
paid. See at 1308 w. Humphrey St.

LSAT PREPARATION COURSE near USF .
Half of our students scored over 600. 70 pl .

SUBLET La Mancha Dos Apartments. Two

improvement or your money back . 20 hrs .,
$60; course re,...eatable free. Attend first

class free, no obligation . For info call (305)
854·7466 .
USF ART Students : Need extra money? Lei
us broker your art . Call Dav id 971 -5829
before noon weekday s.

SUMMER pos itions Mass. boys' camp has

'65 MUSTANG Convert. 6 A.T.-Slereo TapeSuper-S325 or test offer. Household furniture-nice-Cost S780-new-Sell S245-T.V.
included. 977-1870.

FOR RENT

CUSTOM MADE FURNITURE-Ster eo
Cabinets, Speaker Cabinets, Bookcases,
Tables - ALL to your specification s &

design . Call afte r 1 p.m .-837 · 1692.

leases available beginn i ng June 1 ending

Sept. 15 with option to renew. $67.00 per
month. Call Terry 971-7177 or Bruce 9774927.

(

l

.PERSONAL

ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR SUMMEP
EXPERIENCES . Go ing abroad or
engaged in other educational experiences
this summer? Contact us about academic

MOVING?

U -Haul

Trailer s,

r eserv ation s

now being taken . Call AL'S U-HAUL 971 4568 or stop by at 2245 E . Fle tch e r and pick

credit . Qtr. 4 application deadline May 24.
Off-Campus Term Prog ., FAO 122, 2536.
Orientation sessions M ,

w,

F at 2 p.m. in

FAO lOON. Qtr . 4 enrollment in OCT

up free moving guide .

GARAGE SALE! Jan record collection,

some rock, all rare items or new releases.
All in mint cond . Nothing over Sl.50. First
come get the pick . 2·5 p.m . Sat.-Sun., May
18, 19-434 Riverhills Dr. Tem. Terr .
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA 1961
edition . Excellent condition. 24 volumes,
might throw in World Atlas, only S95. Call
Dianne 974· 2100, Ext. 350, M-F, 10-4.
WATER BED, KUSS, ·with custom finishea
frame, liner and pad . Also couch, desk,
and recliner . Call 971-4039 after 6 p.m.
GOING abroad. Must sell-New four-piece
luggage set-single bed and mattress.
playpen and other infant accessories-All
reasonably priced for Quick Sell-Call
977-0635
TEN SPEED bicycle for sale, Reliable good
transportation. Sacrifke-S40 or best offer .
Call Lisa in Della 107 974-6271 for more
information .

(

MUSICAL

)

MARTIN acoustic guitar, New Yorker
model NY ·016. Not a scratch. I can be
talked into parting with this beauty for
5350.00 . Call Steve at 971 -0366.

11

J~

·_M_o_s_•l_E_H_o_M_Es.....

60 FT. MOBILE home. 2 br. furnished, air

cond ., washer-dryer, in country location .
10 min-USF . Must sell. Only $2,800. 986·
2360 .
OWNER selling 12 x 60 Detroiter. 2 large
bdroom central air & heat, anchored,
skirted. Unique. Adult section, pool &
recreation area . S650 down & assume
payments . Financing available . 971-8808.
FOR SALE-1973 TRAILER 12'x60'. 2 bdr.
furnished . Storage shed included. On plush
lot. 3 miles East of USF off Fowler. Call
988-1360.

WOODED LOT for mobile home, 5 min. from
USF, $50 monthly, Includes water, sewer .
Quiet beautiful, boat ramp, fishing . Call
Bob 988-4085.

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE
GREEN OAK Villa · Apls.-1 &2 Bedroom
furn ished & unfurnished apartments ,
diswasher, garbage disposal, Jully carpeted, pool , laundry: Varied Leases . Near
USF at 42nd St. & Skipper Road-Call 971 ·

4408 or 971 -1424.
FEMALE-I have a ty.-o bedroom apt. to
share . There's tennis and swimming . Apt .
· complex is one mile from USF. Call
Debbie at 988-0504.

MOVING? Call Al's U-HAUL reserve your trailer NOW!
Austin's Texaco Station next to Tas-T Fried Chicken
2245 Fletcher Ave

PH 971-4568

limited because of large numbers so act

TYPING . NEAT &

ACCURATE : T er m

NOW. See ad in TRAVEL also.

papers my specialty. Rea sonably priced

with "quick" return . Call : 877 ·7663 (from
8 , 30-4:00 only) and 971 -5948 after 5:00 for
Cindy .

WOMEN in Engineering-Men invited too!

Dorothy McClellan P.E . UC 252E, 7:30,
May 20, sponsored by Women' s Ctr .

students. $250-$325 per Qtr. for approx. 20
· hr. work week . Application avail. in CTR
222 . Dea"line for application is May 22 .

I.

AUTOMOTIVE

l

1972 TOYOTA, 4 dr. Under 12,000 miles. New
tires, radio, air conditioning, automatic
transmissiOn. Phone 988-0S37 evenings.

1966 VW, AM radio, stereo tape, about 12,000
miles on engine, runs good. Asking $750 .

Will Take Best Offer . Call 988-7688 .
65 VW BUG, Nice , shag carpet, Ne w Interior . $635. Call 977-5388.
MUST SELL '70 VW , A·C, radio , new tires ,
E xe . cond . Call 988-3261 aller 4 p.m .
1972 DODGE Tradesman Van. 6-cylinder air
conditioned , carpeted roof , paneled, good

condition . $2,400. Call 971 ·6408 .

(

REAL ESTATE

)

I

TRAVEL
OPPORTUNITIES

DO YOUR academic grades decrease as

I

EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRICA
Travel discounts year-round . Student Air
Travel Agency, Inc . 201 Allen Rd . Suite
410, Atlanta, Ga. 30328 (404) 25'6-4258 .
SUMMER URBAN SURVIVAL PROJECT,
New York City. 2 months In Times Square .
Intense, in-depth urban experience. Full

credit. Off.campus Term Prog ., FAO 122,
2~36. See ad in PERSONAL also.
GO WHERE THE CROWDS
DON ' T KNOW!
Year round OVERLAND camping safaris.

your spring quarter hell ~ raising increase s? Don't stack up now . Call a peer

manager

8. finish strong . 974-2767.

HAVE PROBLEMS? Call HELPLINE al
974-2555 . If you need to talk to a woman,
call the WOMEN'S LINE at 974-2556.

1.- TV,

..

RADIO, STEREO

I

DON'T pay the high mail order prices .
Thieve's Warehouse of Tampa . 1531 s .
Dale Mabry . 254-7561.
SAE MARK IVB , Power Amp, 200 Watts

.Europe, Russia , England, Africa, Scandinavia, or where ever . Discover more or.

RMS . Harmon Kardon Citation, lS Tuner
Oynaco Stereo 120 Power AMP Oynaco a -

your own-without hitching ; Eat betterbul c·h eaper; Go further-be safer; and
DO MORE than you could ever do by
yourself. Trail Blaiers : TOLL FREE 80~·
223·5586.

35 Speakers . NEED ' CASH!
Oller! 876-0169, 935 ·2227 .

LOVELY brick front. 3 bedroom , 1 bafh . CB

INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS LOW COST
JET TRAVEL lo Europe, the Middle East,
the Far East, Africa? EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS can help you find th e least ex-

hom e, large fenced yard. Clos e to USF and

pensive way to get there. Phone us toll free

VA hospital. $19 ,500 . Call 971 -7725 .

at (800) 233-5569.

Any Good

LINCOLN e MERCURY e COMET• CAPRI
9630 Florida Ave. PH. 935-3164

LOOKING FOR
SUMMER WORK?

WE HAVE JOBS
FOR EVERYONE!
CALL US --WE NEED TOP
TYPISTS e DOCK WORKERS e STENOS
•
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS •
LABORERS
•
TRANSCRIBERS
REGISTER NOW AT 416 W. KENNEDY, TAMPA
&
BUSCH BLVD. at 20th ST.

PHONE
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ITenure I La Mancha vows reform
Continued from page I

expect to find cockroaches."
BY STEVE SPINA
Dy e, dated Dec . 4, 1973, the
ANDY GOLD said he "has a little bit of a problem" with roaches
· Oracle Staff Writer
report stated.
'
it was worse in the past.
but
of
representative
a
Oracle,
yesterday's
in
article
an
to
Responding
The memo, "'Guidelines,
He also said he felt the "Oracle played it up too big ."
La Manr.ha Dos apartment complex owners said, "We do not want to
Criteria and Procedures in
Mike Patterson said, however, he had no problem with roaches and
ruin a fine complex and are open to any constructive criticism,"
Recommendations,'
Tenure
his apartment is sprayed.
concerning recent problems there, especially, he said, the cockroach
states the following: ' ...a faculty
problem .
member who wishes to be con~llllll Ill Ill Ill Ill II Ill II Ill IIll Ill IIll Ill Ill Ill lllllllll Ill Ill Ill Ill II Ill Ill 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111!
John Putnam said the problem is being looked into and something
sid ered for tenure should
will be done.
assemble, ...the results of his
"We are making a very good effort to control this thing," he said. In
research and writing efforts." .
. apartments "where there are problems, we will try to spray every two
The report also quoted USF
dr
.
!k'
ii
weeks over the usual once a month," Putnam said.
Associate Professor of Political
~
~ . ;-ti'
~
HOWEVER, Al Krone, an agent for the County Hotel and
Science Sotorios Barber, whom
Restaurant Commission, said he was "not through with La Mancha
Cazares termed "a valuable
__ . ,,)-;f , · :
, •.'
\\~j
II
~
:
Dos apartments yet." He plans to check out the complex in the future
source of information," as saying
·
said.
he
done,"
"something's
insure
to
other
in
law
the
lJSF is breaking
H,
7
!.
j·,
While he feels the management is "doing all it can" at the present,
respects relating to · granting of
he said "all it takes is one tenant to contaminatP. the whole complex."
·
tenure .
· I,
;.:
§
:
/,
; ·:
:
Putnam acknowledged the source of the problem, but said the
'
I
"FULL TIME professors need
~
~
apartments,"
"problem
§
see
they
if
homes;
private
are
apartments
The
.
publish
release time to ·
they will increase spraying, he said.
situation seems to be 'teach or
CURRENTLY, Krone said all he's said to La Mancha Dos
publish.' The 'teachers' carry an
management is, "Keep spraying, keep spraying."
extra load so the researchers can
Putnam said his goal was " to minimize any hassles between the
publish, Obviously, both can't be
tenants and landlord."
done at the same time'' the report
Numerous residents of La Mancha Dos had varied views of the
·
stated.
roach problem. Lela Kushner said, "We've got plenty of them and I
Barber said yesterday he was
don't remember when they've exterminated. Every door I open I
" livid" at a statement made
fl'
~)
Tuesday by Mackey that it is
YOU DONT KEEP YOUR HAIR UP...
~
" indisputable" USF does not
§
/
.
~
have a publish or perish policy .
SOME TURKEY WILL BEAT YOU
WHICH TWIN
"At least five of our colleges do
have a publish or perish
~
!'ft
policy .. .," Barber said last night.
~ ~
(v
:
~
~
~
TllERf: ARE only two ways to
HAIR
PERMANENT
WHERE
WHITTLETON'S
TO
WENT
get tenure, Barber said; be an
~
REMOVAL IS GUARANTEED IN WRITING AND ALL
~
administrator or publish.
~
WORK IS DONE BY THE ONLY TWO MASTER ELEC:-..
"The realities of the situation
~ TROLOGISTS IN THE STATE! WE TEACH TOO. PHONE
are clear," Barber said. "If there
2516 Busch Blvd. ~=5_-= for females & males
~
22:1-7198. Free booklet mailed on request.
~
are any young faculty members
932-5595
~ =
~ WRITE WlllTTLETON'S, 709 FRANKLIN ST., 33602
=
3 nights a week
who hope to earn tenure, he or
=
~
ASK YOUR DOCTOR, THEN PHONE, Y'ALL....
~
she had better get to work
1111~
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
iiimm
·
· publishing."
~
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